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            Another thing the left likes. Spreading Disease ... Migrants Sharing reefer joints while there's a TB outbreak in Pritzker park downtown...
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            https://twitter.com/i/status/1776129318957318327 Something they love.
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            It's not so much of what they hate, it is more of what they love. They love all the freakish things going on now days, among them wide...
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            Identifies as the Easter Bunny and wants kids to sit on their laps. Joe Biden and the other dems approve and will dedicate next Easter...
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            The Easter Bunny Hijacked Easter from Christians a long time ago, I celebrated Easter as I always have, I didn’t see any transgender...
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            Re: Outrage as Biden admin declares solemn Christian holiday 'Transgender Day of Visibility'
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            Illegal immigrant charged with raping ‘mentally incapacitated’ 14-year-old girl in Alabama A n illegal immigrant has been arrested for...
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